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Show me the green
nature of “private” investment it is often difficult to determine.
One key tenet of inANDREW WAITMAN vestor interest is information transparency.
However, given the nature of
venture private investments it is often difficult to demonstrate anecdotrefer to the universally underally or in aggregate, regionally or in a
stood green – money – not the
generalized way, the actual returns of
eco-friendly green repackaging
a class of private investments.
meant to dupe consumers. And speOnly when perceived returns are
cifically I am speaking about that
viewed as substantial do investors
most popular recent gripe of Ottawa
become more active in the venture
technology companies: “Why is
private asset class. Human nature
there so little money for early stage
tends to share success widely (called
start-ups here?” This question, inbragging) and hide failure (called emcessantly posed by local media and
barrassment). Therefore, if financial
organizations with “association” in
success is not obvious and widely
their name, was recently posed to me
perceived it likely does not exist very
directly. I will suggest an alternative
broadly. It may exist sporadically,
question while explaining the obvihowever this is likely insufficient to
ous answer to this one.
draw in new investors.
With some friction due to informaSo my suggestion to organizations
tion inertia, cash flows on the basis of
with “association” or “institute” in
greed and fear. The recent sub-prime
their names, is that rather than fret
debt “crisis” illustrates both these huabout the lack of investors and mistakman traits vividly.
enly seek governThis should not be
Inputs
(cash
invested)
ment “assistance”
news to anyone.
to rescue natural
Investors (ratio- are widely published
market forces, let
nally and irratiothem help solve
and
celebrated
or
nally) seek the
the
information
highest returns for fretted about. Outputs
transparency issue
the least risk. So
by publishing ag(cash returned to
we should consider
gregate financial
four elements: ac- investors) must equally
returns for the retual returns and
gion. Inputs (cash
be published and
risk and perceived
invested) are widereturns and risk.
celebrated or scorned. ly published and
Let’s start with
celebrated or fretfinancial returns from Ottawa based
ted about. Outputs (cash returned to
technology start-ups (including life
investors) must equally be published
sciences). What have they been for
and celebrated or scorned.
any investor, be it angel, professional
Celtic House
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or
other over the past ten years? Five
series of highly publicized successes
years? It’s a good question. By the
More, see Money Talks, page 
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Government innovates less technology
By James Bowen

I

n 1992, GTEC was formed to recognize technology innovation in government. It also provided a forum
to take a “skunkworks” project into the
arena of standardization consistent with
technology architectural frameworks.
Over the last 15 years, technology adop-

tion in government has changed, moving
away from innovative technology to
mature technology.
Hicham Adra, senior VP of systems
integration at IT consulting firm CGI,
notes that the federal government has
been under pressure to change its technology requirements for years, beginning with a move to do more with less
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back in the ’80s. Today, many pressures
arise from an aging civil service and a
population in need of user-friendly tech
applications that provide security and
privacy while being approachable. Also,
as more and more people gather increasing amounts of information from the
Internet, there are higher expectations
of technology in government from an
increasingly tech-literate society. These
pressures have brought about more standards, better data quality and the ability
to integrate diverse data sets. They’ve
has also created more channels between
citizens and government, and more
streamlining of software applications
and simpler interfaces.
Such changes aren’t entirely new.
In1989, the Government of New Brunswick launched Canada’s first “one-stop
shop” for online access to government
services using component-based archiMore, see Government tech, page 
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There are two essential
management practices
migration strategy and a set
of financial statements
(income statement,
balance sheet, and
cash flow) for each
Denzil Doyle
of the next five years
– quarterly for the first two
and yearly thereafter. It is the annual
contract between the managers of the
was recently asked by a friend in company and its shareholders – even if
Toronto who runs a marketing com- there is significant overlap between the
munications firm with about a doz- two groups.
en employees what I consider to be the
As for the Monday morning managemost important management practices ment meeting, it should be focused on
to be followed by a small company. near-term issues – like what purchase
He was interested only in management orders came in the door last week and
practices and I was to assume that his what invoices went out. It should also
product (mostly a service actually) was be the forum for dealing with adminisOK as was his organizational structure. trative issues like the physical security
He was interested
of the facility and
only in management
the company’s polOf about 1,500
practices.
icy on political and
I told him not to high-tech companies charitable donafeel inadequate if
tions. Such issues
he was not follow- in the National Capital tend to eat up an
ing the two practices Region, less than 100 inordinate amount
that I was about to
of a CEO’s time
are following both. – time better spent
identify, because I
would guess that of
getting purchase
about 1,500 high-tech companies in the orders and keeping customers happy.
National Capital Region, less than 100 Contrary to what is stated in manageare following both.
ment texts, there is no such thing as
The practices I identified are the an- management by walking around, at least
nual updating of a strategic plan that not at the CEO level. You gather inforlooks ahead for five years and a weekly mation by walking around and you act
face-to-face meeting between the four on that information in the weekly meetor five people in the company who are ings. Otherwise, the CEO gets quoted as
responsible for getting orders in the having made all kinds of commitments
door and delivering on those orders. on the walkaround.
Such people are usually referred to as
It is probably not surprising that
the management team and in a very one of the tools is strategic in nature
small company, that
while the other
team can include evis tactical. They
There is no such
eryone. I refer to the
are both essential
two practices as the thing as management to the success of
long-range plan and
any company. The
by walking around, long-range plan
the Monday morning management
will be more palat least not at the
meeting. It doesn’t
atable if it is recogCEO level.
matter if the meeting
nized that the only
is held on a Monday,
reason why any
so long as it is held weekly and so long new company gets created is because
as it is face-to-face.
some existing company was not paying
This led to a lively discussion about any attention to its product migration
the purposes served by the two tools. strategy.
I pointed out that the long-range plan
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
is intended to focus attention on the Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
products that are going to make the of Canada, a professional engineer,
company successful, the technology former CEO of Digital Equipment
on which those products are based, Corp. in Canada, company director,
and the markets they will address. It mentor, consultant, investor and author
need not be more than a dozen pages of the best-selling ‘Making Technolin length; its two most important com- ogy Happen’. He can be reached at
ponents are a comprehensive product ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Return to black

IP licencer Wi-LAN returns to profitability in Q3, as net income climbs to
$91,000 on revenue of $4.8 million,
more than double that for the same period a year ago. The company, which
recorded a loss of $400,000 last fiscal Q3, credits the turnaround to its
July acquisition of Tri-Vision, which
came with lucrative “V-Chip” parental
controls technology patents. The company recently spent US$7 million on 10
patents covering wireless technology.
Wi-LAN’s ownership of the portfolio
will require many US manufactures of
cellphones to license one or more of the
new patents from the Ottawa company.
Though such firms as Nokia and Siemens are currently licensing technology covered by the patents, Wi-LAN
believes most cellular handsets sold
in the US use the technology without
a license.

Med-Eng bought

Bomb detection and removal equipment
company Allen-Vanguard Corp. wraps
up its $640-million acquisition of personal protective gear maker and fellow
Ottawa firm Med-Eng Systems Inc.
“We warmly welcome the management
and staff of Med-Eng to the Allen-Vanguard family as a place to build rewarding careers doing work that makes a
life-and-death difference every day…”
says Allen-Vanguard CEO David Luxton. The company paid approximately
$600 million for all Med-Eng shares,
plus approximately $40 million for supplementary working capital. In related
news, Allen-Vanguard raised more than
$300 million in a recent public offering.
The company says it will use the funds
to cover costs associated with its $650million acquisition of Med-Eng. Led by
Genuity Capital Markets and including Paradigm Capital Inc., Versant
Partners Inc. and Canaccord Adams,
the sale of 31.58 million common shares
at $9.50 a share raised gross proceeds
of $300,010,000. Allen-Vanguard also
recently received a $12.2-million order
from the U.S. Department of Defense
to supply spares for in-service electronics counter measures equipment, which
interferes with radio signals used to
detonate remote-controlled bombs.

Attached to the Canadarm, Neptec’s LCS scans the underbelly of the shuttle

O

Rev up, earnings fall

Cognos realizes an 11.7% increase in
Q2 net earnings, which hit (all figures
in US$) $26.5 million ($.31 a share)
on revenue that rose 10.2% to $252.4
million. Total revenue from software
licensing improved by 11.6% to just
over $87 million. The quarter was the
third in the last four that the company hit
double-digit growth in total revenue and
licence revenue. However, earnings per
share fell short of predictions. Cognos
expected earnings of between $.34 cents
and $.39 cents, while analysts forecasted
earnings of $.41. In separate news, the
company is buying back a further $200million worth of common shares in a
bid to bolster share price. The effort has
to date seen the company repurchase almost 9 million shares at a cost of roughly
$361.9 million.

Honoured by NASA

ttawa’s Neptec Design Group is given an award by NASA
for its outstanding performance on the recent STS-118 Orbiter
Mission. Neptec’s Laser Camera System (LCS) team was nominated
for the honour by the mission’s crew and lead flight directors for its “exceptional efforts in the development and operation of the LCS,” which provided
the critical tile damage assessment that allowed NASA to clear Endeavour
for entry into the Earth’s atmosphere. “The information provided by Neptec
and its LCS data gave NASA’s engineering and mission management team
the tangible information they needed to make a very confident and educated
decision about bringing the shuttle home without filling the damaged area
in orbit,” says Neptec, whose LCS operations leader Andrew Montpool accepted the award on behalf of the company at a ceremony held recently at the
Houston Space Centre. Designed specifically to help ensure the safety of future shuttle missions after the Columbia disaster in 2003, Neptec’s LCS is part
of a suite of sensors wielded by the Canadarm to inspect areas of the shuttle
once invisible to astronauts. On flight STS-118, heat resistant tiles were
damaged just after liftoff on August 8. The damage to the shuttle’s shielding
and the subsequent record-breaking space walks by Canadian astronaut Dave
Williams to inspect the damage made headlines across Canada.
cations inc., speak with tech investment
innovators about raising tech capital in
the nation’s capital. Their guests include
Rainer Paduch, angel and manager of
the Ottawa Angel Alliance, who explains how some local companies are
ready to tackle bandwidth and networking demands created by sites like YouTube and Facebook, and Raymond
King, senior manager, global industrials for the TSX Group, who suggests
that Ottawa’s tech IPO drought may be
drying up. Six of the nine interviews
from OVTS are available now at www.
ocriradio.com.

$23.75 million raised

Wireless Ethernet products maker
DragonWave Inc. raises $23.75 million through a public offering announced in early September aimed at

strengthening international sales. At
$6.25 a share, the offering raised gross
proceeds of $43.75 on the issuance of
3.8 million of the company’s own common shares and 3.2 million shares held
by certain investors. DragonWave will
use its net proceeds mainly to increase
sales penetration in regions outside
of North America. It will also use the
funds to develop its next-generation
wireless ethernet products, improve its
existing product line and for potential
future acquisitions. In other news, the
company recently teamed up with NextWave Broadband Inc. to have its AirPair and Horizon solutions delivered to
NextWave’s customers. The multi-year
strategic network solutions agreement
will see NextWave, a mobile broadband
product maker, take on DragonWave’s
wireless networking products as its
preferred backhaul solution for service
providers in several global markets.
The two companies also plan to co-develop new wireless backhaul products
and technologies.

Korea connection

Elliptic Semiconductor and Seoul, Korea-based MtekVision agree to continue
co-developing advanced security designs
for mobile applications such as handset
and media players. The two companies
aim to further strengthen security solution embedded in MtekVision products to
discourage hackers, who are increasingly
searching for vulnerabilities in handheld
devices. MtekVision Canada, the parent
company’s first research division outside
of South Korea, is headquartered in Ottawa. Elliptic Semiconductor was recently
ranked as the fastest growing provider of
semiconductor IP by tech research and
advisory firm Gartner.

Calling for submissions

Sustainable Development Technology
Canada (SDTC) is calling for clean
technology funding applications. “If
you have a new, innovative technology
that helps address climate change or
promotes cleaner water, land and air,
we want to hear from you!” is the latest
word from the not-for-profit corporation,
which is accepting statements of interest for its 12th round of funding by the
Oct. 24 closing date. Information about
SDTC’s funding process, including the
online application system, can be found
in the Funding section at www.sdtc.
ca. SDTC holds two rounds of funding
each year. The next call for statements of
interest will open February 27, 2008.

U.S. army contract

Ottawa-based Black Coral Inc. nets a
$1.2-million research and development
contract with the U.S. Department of
Defense. The deal will see the geospatial
software company testing its Black Coral
LIVE with the U.S. Army’s groundbased command & control (C2) systems
over the next two years to determine
More, see Nuggets, page 
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The word from OVTS

OCRI Radio presents the first in a twopart series of nine interviews recorded
at the 11th annual Ottawa Venture and
Technology Summit (OVTS), recently
convened at the Hilton Lac-Leamy &
Casino. Hosts Jeffrey Dale, president
and CEO, OCRI, and Nathan Rudyk,
president of market2world communi-
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Government tech

...from page 1

tecture, a technology that supports single aware of how proud they should be of government’s R&D programs looked at
window to multi-level E-government the work being done on their behalf,” future trends, anticipated its technology
services. Today, the program provides says Moffat.
needs and worked with industry to
some 120 different electronic services
The federal government’s now defunct ensure that those needs would be met
on behalf of 11 government departments Unsolicited Proposals (USP) program, in a timely fashion. But this changed in
and conducts about 13 million transac- like GTEC, also spurred the adoption of the mid-’90s when the move towards
tions annually.
innovative technology by allowing small commercialization of government
Looking forward, Mr. Adra sees po- companies to approach government with research and the need for government
tential for three main paths for
Canadian-made innovations. labs to generate income drove the feds to
technology in government. He
The UP program was used to take a shorter term view of technology.
points to banks, which use data
shape technology along lines
The government needs to fund longer
to anticipate customer needs,
that government R&D person- term R&D in order to develop technology
and suggests that governments
nel thought would meet the that universities and/or industry are not
could use a similar approach to
needs of government in the interested in pursuing, says Mr. Lyrette.
anticipate the requirements of
future. Mr. Moffat notes that But it must also provide direction,
citizens. He also suggests that
small- and medium-size enter- he asserts, by encouraging R&D
the public sector could adapt
prises (SMEs) are now finding collaboration between universities,
business software to handle
it increasingly difficult for Ca- small business and government labs,
routine affairs, allowing gov- Jacques Lyrette nadian innovative technology while also making it as clear as possible
ernment to focus on larger issues. Fur- because new, innovative technology is what its future technology needs might
thermore, external web services could more costly than mature tech and lacks be. He is concerned by the fact that
be added to the toolset of government, the corporate backing – service, support, the technology transfer requirements
allowing third-party, web-based tools to potential for upgrades – found with of smaller companies are not well
fluidly provide applications that change established technology.
understood within the government. able field, including biotechnology, IT, on technology and adoption was simple
over time, as needed.
The end of USPs meant a decline in SMEs have neither the money, the staff nanotechnology, aeronautics and food with a limited impact beyond a single
Andrew Moffat sits on the board of direct dealings with small technology nor the time to deal with the current tech safety. This is just one model of a pub- cell or silo in the government. Later it
OCRI, CATAlliance, the Ottawa Soft- companies. But one result of the migra- transfer procedures used by university licly-funded program under which Cana- was about actually doing something,
ware Cluster, and is a charter member tion to more mature tech is a drop in the or government labs, notes Mr. Lyrette. dian companies could develop valuable such as a transaction. But now governof TiE-Ottawa. He recalls the profound government’s innovative technology He adds that government must fund technology at a reasonable cost and, at ments have realized that their visions
effect that GTEC had in its first decade, quotient.
R&D not based on a fiscal year but the same time, get a foot in the door of and processes can be modified by techwhen awards led to project funding and
Jacques Lyrette, former president of with a commitment to several years. If international markets.
nology. They are experimenting with
the promotion of government person- the Communications Research Centre SMEs are to be given a fighting chance,
Government could also take on the bigger and more complex tech-supported
nel, and subsequently influenced the and ex-VP at the National Research “government needs
role of providing goals using enterprise wide concepts.
direction of technology adoption in the Council, also sees this general decline to stay in tech,” he
o m p u t i n g This means that implementation is more
If SMEs are to be given cinfrastructure
Agency:
McGill Buckley Inc.
federal
government.
in innovative technology in the govern- asserts.
SMEs complex involving cross jurisdictions,
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tor technology to government as much of government as a driver of innovation ment should include
solutions. From life services. Mr. d’Entremont agrees that the
government needs to sciences to aerospace government has moved from innovative
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tech in government, GTEC began when Mr. Lyrette asserts that a key role of ropean and Amerito communications, technology to more mature technology.
stay in tech.
industry “recognized that many of these government is to be the first-user of, and can technology projt e c h n o l o g y He also finds that project management
innovative contributions would not be a showcase for, innovative technology ects. The European Framework program, is expensive to develop, and the is more complex with more stakeholdacknowledged or appreciated unless it produced by Canadian companies.
has spent €17.5 billion developing SME computing power required could be part ers having influence, more debate, and
could do something to make Canadians
In the early ’90s, the federal technology in almost every conceiv- of an “infrastructure program” provided more critics.
Mike Appleton, managing director of
to Canadian companies for nominal or
DAMA Consulting Services, says that
zero cost.
Mr. Lyrette suggests that some of to fully use the technology it already has
the issues facing SMEs could be partly the government needs to focus on getting
its processes in orsolved by fine-tunder. One instance he
ing the Industrial
The end of USPs
cites is procurement.
Regional Benefits
meant a decline in Abundant are stories
(IRB) program. Currently, the program
direct dealings with of procurement processes pushing up
rewards foreign
small technology
technology project
companies with an
occasionally
IRB credit of $5 for
companies. One result costs,
even to the point
each $1 spent on
where the projects
R@D carried out by
is a drop in the
have collapsed. Like
Canadian universigovernment’s
Mr. Lyrette, Mr. Apties. Given to an
SME, however, the innovative technology pleton believes that
government needs
same project would
quotient.
to support Canadian
see the contractor
Pundits and bloggers, orbits and nuggets, people on the move and companies that are shaktechnology by servreceive only $1 for
ing things up. If it’s happening anywhere in the local advanced technology industry it’s being
each dollar invested. If the playing field ing as a test bed, providing reliable data
scanned. Ottawa’s most comprehensive and current source for news on the local advanced
were leveled – if projects given to uni- on the value of new technology, particutechnology community is national capital SCAN. Stay up to date by taking a scan for yourversities and SMEs both delivered the larly in such areas as security, privacy
same amount of IRB credits – SMEs and simulation for training.
self, in print monthly or updated daily at www.nationalcapitalscan.ca.
While the immediate focus might be
would benefit tremendously.
Another dimension of the issue is that sorting out the processes by which govtechnology is not an end in itself. What ernment does business and funding of
is done with it and how processes and technology by the public sector isn’t
businesses adapt to it are just as impor- what it once was, there is little point
tant. If we separate within the concept in waiting for government to get its act
of tech innovation the actual technology together. Time would be better spent
from the vision and processes being thinking ahead. Anticipating the needs
implemented through technology, we of governments for the technologies of
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
have another perspective on the issue. the future should begin now.
James Bowen PhD, PMP, CMC is
Kevin d’Entremont, executive director
of GTEC Week, recalls the early days an Ottawa technology entrepreneur and
when putting websites in place was the adjunct professor at the University of
big issue. This really meant focusing Ottawa’s School of Management.
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Phillip Beniac

is appointed as president of Asia-Pacific
sales at Cognos, replacing Jack Thomas, who is retiring after 23 years with
the company. Philip joins Cognos from
SAS Institute, where a 17-year stint led
him to the position of vice-president of
sales, Asia-Pacific.

Niraj Bhargava,

a co-founder of smart thermostats and
energy controls maker Energate, returns to Ottawa to
work more closely
with the company’s
growing development and operational teams. The
company’s chairman and CEO was
until recently leading Energate from
his office in BC. In the 1990s, he was
recruited by GE in Boston to head up
Brockville-based Enerstat Ltd., a local
success story that gained international
attention when it developed and marketed the world’s first programmable
thermostat. After Enerstat was acquired
by Invensys, Niraj joined the faculty
at the Queens School of Business. He
later relocated to BC to take on the
role of dean of the business school at
Royal Roads University. A father of
two young girls, Niraj balances his day
by spending time with his family. He
loves the outdoors, and is a supporter
of causes that improve the environment
and foster entrepreneurship.

Pavi Binning

is appointed as EVP and chief financial
officer at Nortel. With more than 25
years of experience in business finance,
Pavi has held the
position of CEO at
Hanson PLC and
Marconi PLC. He
spent the majority of his career
at Diageo PLC, a
global consumer
goods company
that owns premium
drink brands such as Smirnoff, Johnny
Walker, Guinness and Bailey’s. Pavi
will be joining Nortel from his position of group financial director (CFO)
at Hanson PLC, which is one of the
world’s leading suppliers of aggregates
and heavy building materials. He will
also be appointed executive vice president and CFO of Nortel Networks Ltd.,
Nortel’s principal operating subsidiary.
David Drinkwater, who has been acting CFO, is returning to the position of
chief legal officer.

BTI Photonic Systems

expands its executive team with the addition of two new
names: Peter Dale
and Gary Southwell. Gary, formerly GM of IPTV
multi-play solutions at Juniper
Networks, joins
BTI as VP of solutions marketing,
supporting the company’s growing business for video solution build-outs. Gary

brings over 20 years of experience driving companies into new markets, most
recently at Juniper where he secured
market acceptance for the company’s
centralized IPTV routing and service
delivery model. Prior to Juniper, he
was VP, marketing, at Ciena Corporation and Internet Photonics. Gary
was a Metro Ethernet Forum officer
and founding member, and has held
positions at Nortel, Bay Networks and
Motorola ISG. Peter, formerly VP of
cable business divisions at Ciena Corporation and Internet Photonics, joins
BTI as VP, business development. Peter
brings 18 years of experience with a
proven track record of introducing new
technology applications and driving
OEM and direct-to-enterprise sales. Prior to BTI, he was VP of sales and business development at Optovia. Peter
has a broad range of sales experience at
companies including Narad Networks,
Spring Tide Networks and Lucent
Technologies.

Chipworks

appoints new two new VPs to support
corporate expansion. Mike Thumm
(top right) is named
VP, patent intelligence, and Gary
Tomkins is made
VP, technical intelligence. Mike, a
ten-year company
veteran, was most
recently VP and
CFO, responsible
for Chipworks’ financial and intellectual property assets. In his new role
as lead for patent intelligence, he will
oversee worldwide sales, engineering and marketing initiatives. Mike’s
passion for Chipworks and soccer led
him to his establishing the Chipworks
soccer team. He is one or the team’s
stalwart players, as
well as one of its
most bruised. An
Ottawa native and
closet hip-hop fan,
Mike earned a BA,
admin, from Brock
University in St.
Catharines, Ontario. Previously,
Gary headed up Chipworks’ core capabilities team and was a senior member
of the technical intelligence business
unit. In his new position, he will lead
the engineering teams and guide sales,
marketing and product management
activities. In a career of more than 20
years, Gary has been on both the technology and business side of the semiconductor and telecom industries. He
has a BSc (hons) in physical electronics from the University of Warwick,
Coventry, England. A “true Canadian
convert,” when not working he keeps
busy playing hockey and soccer, and
is a key member of the Chipworks soccer team.

viously, Gregory was CEO of SavaJe
Technologies, a developer of advanced
Java-based mobile phone operating systems, executive chairman of Reef Point
Systems, a provider of scalable security
gateway solutions for the fixed mobile
convergence market, and a consultant to
Warburg Pincus in New York, a global
private equity firm. Early in his career
he held senior management positions
with technology companies such as Andrew Corp. and CrossComm, which
he co-founded and took public in 1992.
Greg holds a BSEE from Worcester
Polytechnic Institute.

OCRI

adds three names to its roster, Marc
McArthur, Marco Fiori and Tiffany
Pitter-Lawrence.
Marc (top left)
joins the organization as manager of
the Ottawa Cleantech Initiative. In
this role, he will
work to ensure
that Ottawa companies involved
in clean technology are able to grow
and innovate through appropriate collaborations and partnerships with universities, government research agencies, funding programs and investors.
“There is a lot
of potential for
Clean Technology
in Ottawa,” says
Marc. “We already
have world-class
and world-leading
companies,
research facilities
and university pro-

grams in clean technology right here.
With the right support and collaboration there is no reason why Ottawa
cannot become the centre for clean
technology in Canada...” Marc grew
up in Georgetown, Guyana, where in
high school he became an active volunteer mobilizing young people to effect
change. He moved to Canada in 2001
and enrolled in Carleton U’s Bachelor
of Mechanical Engineering Program,
from which he graduated with distinction. Before coming to OCRI, he spent
two years as a manager of an Ottawabased hazardous and industrial waste
management company.
Marco joins OCRI as the investment
coordinator of OCRI’s Investment and
Commercialization Business Unit. His
responsibilities include supporting the
management, administration and marketing of Canada’s Top 10, a program
that recognizes and assists promising
tech companies looking for investment. Born and raised in Ottawa, Marco has an in-depth knowledge of the
community and local business.
Tiffany comes on board as the new
manager of external communications.
Tiffany has worked in diverse roles in
marketing and communications, including advertising, business development, public relations, media relations
and communications planning/strategy. Prior to joining OCRI, she was
employed at FreeBalance and Jaku
Konbit, an organization working to
improve the lives of African-Canadian children and youth in Ottawa. A
licenced financial representative, she
manages her own business, helping
families with investments, debt management and insurance. She has volunteered her time as a member of the
board at Quarry Co-operative and as

a member of the professional development team at the International Association of Business Communicators
(IABC). Tiffany earned an MA (communications) from Carleton and a BA
from U of T, where she studied political science, English literature and
women’s studies. She enjoys spending
time with her family and reading the
latest books on marketing, communications, finance and investment.

Jim McCaw

is appointed CFO of Gatineau-based
Eedo Knowledgeware. Jim spent 21
years at KPMG
LLP, the last 10
as a partner in the
advisory practice
(corporate finance). In addition
to his partner role,
he was a senior
vice president and
director of KPMG
Corporate Finance Inc., leading KPMG’s corporate finance practice for
Eastern Ontario. He is a chartered accountant, chartered business valuator
and corporate finance practitioner. Jim
is also chair of the Victorian Order of
Nurses Canada’s strategic planning
committee and a member of its executive committee.

Sophie Mehrabian

joins Macadamian Technologies as
general manager of Macadamian’s
More, see Orbits, page 

Gregory Koss,

former Internet Photonics chief executive, joins BTI Photonics Systems
as executive chairman. In this role,
Gregory will bring his 28 year of executive experience within the networking and communications industries to
bear on growing BTI’s business. Prewww.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Country cousins get nuggets
their broadband fix
By Karen Secord

broadband coverage to unserved and
underserved areas of the City of Ottawa.
he City of Ottawa will come in BXI was chosen as the city’s private
just shy of its commitment to ex- partner in March of this year. Its proposal
tend broadband coverage to 100% included a commitment to provide 100%
of rural communities through a network broadband coverage and to freeze pricing
of towers. The estimated five-percent of for five years. The agreement between
households that cannot be serviced will the city and BXI was signed June 15 and
be offered access to high-speed via a sat- the partners met weekly throughout the
ellite system at a greatly reduced cost.
summer. BXI is also working with the
This was the message delivered to city to establish a broadband strategic
the city’s Agriculture and Rural Affairs council to foster ideas and interaction on
Committee (ARAC) by its public part- rural broadband.
ner, Barrett Xplore Inc. (BXI) and by
According to Bill MacDonald, VP
Chris Cope, the city employee charged of products and services for BXI, the
with overseeing the
fixed wireless rollproject, at a meeting BXI is also working with out currently being
Sept. 13.
undertaken by his
“We’re well ad- the city to establish a company requires
vanced,” says Cope,
broadband strategic that 13 of the 29
from the city’s ecocustomer broadcast
nomic development council to foster ideas sites be new tower
office. “We’re at the and interaction on rural builds and 16 of the
point now where in
29 sites be co-lobroadband.
a few weeks the syscated using existing
tem will be ready. By
towers or structures.
October 31 all towers will be opera- Eleven sites are live and five are comtional.”
plete and ready to broadcast.
The inability to access high-speed
Notably, all of the bids received in reInternet and/or the cost of such service sponse to the request for proposals were
in rural Ottawa has been an ongoing based on wireless technology requiring
complaint among residents and busi- the construction of new towers to serve
nesses in the outlying areas. And it is the gaps identified by the city. Initial
a concern that has been mimicked in projections were for the rural broadband
rural communities across the country. project to cost up to $3 million, with the
Providing taxpayers with a reliable, cost city contributing $1 million and the prieffective solution to their Internet needs vate sector partner making the remaining
was an election promise made by many capital investment. However, at the Sept.
city councillors.
13 meeting Mr. MacDonald reported that
A P3 (Public-Private Partnership) BXI will actually invest more than $10
approach was undertaken to complete
More, see Country, page 11

T

whether the software can support onthe-move operations. Awarded through
the U.S. military’s $5-billion Foreign
Comparative Testing Program, the contract will see Black Coral partner with.
New Jersey-based Future Skies Inc., a
software development company which
has worked with the U.S. Department of
Defense in the past.

Vegas appearance

3M unveils its latest scanner technology at travel industry forum Check-in
07 at the Mandalay Bay Resort and
Casino in Las Vegas. Developed at
3M’s facilities in Ottawa, the new 3M
Kiosk Full Page Reader and 3M Kiosk
ePassport Reader, designed specifically
for integration into the latest generation
of CUSS (common use self-service)
kiosks and automated gates, facilitate
check-in for airlines, hotels and car
rental agencies. They also automate
identity processing for frequent travelers at automated border control points.
With more than 6,000 kiosk readers
already installed, 3M and 3M Rochford Thompson – a new venture made
possible by 3m’s recent acquisition of
UK-based Rochford Thompson – are
the leading providers of travel and identity document readers for the kiosk
market.

GTEC presents

Oct. 15-17 GTEC 2007 presents its 15th
annual celebration of “excellence in the
use of technology to improve government service delivery.” The Hon. Vic
Toews, president of the treasury board,
will keynote the Distinction Awards

gala dinner on October 15th at the Canadian Museum of Civilization. The
awards are the culmination of an eight
month adjudication process and peer
review which determines what public
sector organizations get the gold, silver,
or bronze medals. In addition to the
gala, the event features a professional
development forum and the GTEC
exhibition of selected technology in
government. The conference program
and extensive trade show, held at the
Ottawa Congress Centre & Westin
Hotel, are attended annually by an estimated 7,000 professionals. For more
information, please visit www.gtec.ca

Supplies MS demand

Ottawa-based Kinaxis Inc.’s automated
software, RapidResponse, is chosen by
Microsoft’s game console manufacturing division to monitor fluctuations
in supply and demand. “In leveraging
RapidResponse, users at Microsoft will
be empowered to respond to the unexpected events that are the norm in a fastpaced, high-growth environment such
as theirs,” says Kinaxis VP of marketing
Randy Littleson. “Responding more effectively to change will enhance Microsoft’s competitive stance and strengthen
its leadership position.” Integrated with
the software giant’s SAP Enterprise
Resource Planning system, Kinaxis’s
solution will allow Microsoft’s Entertainment and Devices Division to adapt
manufacturing operations, as dictated
by market demand. In separate news,
the company’s solution was recently
chosen by wireless technology and service provider QUALCOMM, a Fortune

500 company headquartered in San Diego. The software will be integrated into
QUALCOMM’s Oracle environment
and used to monitor supply and demand
activity throughout global operations.
RapidResponse is expected to be fully
deployed across the customer’s supply
chain network within four months.

Putting on new face

Ottawa-based DataJungle Software Inc.
is re-branding seven years after opening
shop, changing its corporate name and
business model for its Matrix dashboarding solution. With unimpressive sales
since the company was established by
former Cognos men Robert Poole and
Denes Bartakovich in 2000, DataJungle
says it is rethinking its technology’s
value proposition, business plan and
future. The company’s Matrix software
works in conjunction with traditional
business intelligence platforms such as
those made by Microsoft and Cognos,
allowing users to extract and analyze information from those programs, among
other features. Under the direction of a
new executive team – July-hire CEO David Morris, an investment banker, and
the more-recently appointed CTO, chief
marketing officer and EVP of global
field operations – the company plans to
offer Matrix as an “on-demand,” webhosted software, rather than through the
old, traditional licensing model. DataJungle will also be launching its new
corporate name and identity package
within a month or two. Mr. Morris notes
that the business intelligence market is
expected to grow to $16 billion within
four years, during which time the on-demand or software-as-a-service market is
estimated to exceed $19.3 billion.
More, see Nuggets, page 

Why Search A Few Technology Jobs In
Ottawa When You Can Scan Over 1,000?
Ottawa’s most comprehensive web site for up to date news on the local
advanced technology sector is also where you’ll find current listings for
virtually all technology jobs in Ottawa. If you’re looking to hire or be hired,
stop searching and start scanning.
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University of Ottawa

Engineering Alumnus
Leading the Way
Prior to Tom Goguen’s recent move to GridIron Software to
be its chief marketing officer, Tom was Sun Microsystems’
vice-president of software marketing responsible for products
such as Solaris 10 and Linux. Sun had lured Tom away from
Apple Computer where, as director of product marketing,
he led Apple’s move into the server, storage, and desktop
management software markets. He was responsible for
popular Apple software products such as Mac OS X Server
and Apple Remote Desktop.
Throughout his career, Tom has been privileged to meet,
work with and learn from people like Scott McNealy at Sun,
Steve Jobs at Apple, and Bud Tribble and Andy Hertzfeld at
Eazel. Along the way he has met some interesting people
like Dr. James Watson, the Nobel laureate who discovered
DNA, and a host of other folks working to make the world
a little bit better, including those in the backstage at the
U2 Live 8 concert in Boston!

Tom Goguen,
Faculty of Engineering Alumnus and
Chief Marketing Officer, GridIron Software

Tom studied electrical engineering at the University of
Ottawa, from where he graduated with a master’s degree
in 1988. A recipient of the 2006 Alumni Award of Excellence from the University’s Faculty of Engineering, Tom
recently returned to the University to share his experiences
with engineering and computer science students.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Co-development

Satellite services company International Datacasting Corporation and
SENSIO Technologies Inc. sign a letter of intent to co-develop a full range
of integrated broadcast solutions for
3D digital and E-cinema. The agreement calls for SENSIO’s providing
the project with expertise in 3D digital
content encoding and decoding, and
IDC bringing in its broadband satellite
distribution networks proficiency. The
companies intend to offer an integrated
solution for broadcasting live 3D sporting and cultural events, and for the
distributing movie files to the emerging international digital and E-cinema
market. In other company news, IDC’s
wholly owned European subsidiary secures a deal to supply digital radio systems to a Paris-based TDF Group, one
of the largest broadcasters in France.
Under the agreement, PROFline B.V.,
IDC’s base of operations in Europe,
will provide digital radio data systems
(RDS) encoders to TDF, which maintains radio programming on more than
4,200 frequencies throughout France.
The RDS encoders will enable TDF
to transmit information, including station identification, traffic situations and
weather updates, by encoded digital
systems that can be received and displayed on a radio. IDC swung into the
black in Q2, as net earnings jumped to
$450,278 from a loss of $212,835 last
year. Revenue, spurred by orders for the
company’s video products, shot up 66%
to $5.6 million.

a brokered private placement in April,
now says it hopes to raise up to $3
million. “In light of current market
conditions we have decided to keep
this placement tight and only ask the
market for the funds that are essential
to the company at this point in time,”
says CEO Donald Gibbs. Proceeds
from the round will be used for general corporate purposes and to finance
potential, further acquisitions. Tarquin
bought local companies Process Photonics and DIPIX Technologies Inc.
in the spring.

Report focuses on
innovation economy

“Ottawa is one of North America’s
fastest growing economies,” announces OCRI’s 2007 Ottawa Report, the
capital’s annual economic exam administered by the city’s lead economic
development agency. The compilation
of statistical data from various sources,
which throws a spotlight on the city’s
strengths and weaknesses, reveals that
Ottawa is the top R&D spender per
capita nationwide, with local companies and the public sector investing
more than $5.5 billion in research and
development projects annually. But it
also points out that enrolment in science and technology courses has decreased by 9% in the last 12 months,
regrettable news to local universities
and what is still, by far, the biggest
business in town – high tech. To download the full report, go to http://www.
ocri.ca/ocrireport/assets/Ottawa_Report_2007_e.pdf.

San Diego spotlight
Scanner launched

Automated inspection systems company ShapeGrabber launches its latest
3D scanner at the Quality Exposition
and Conference in Chicago. The new
Ai310 automated inspection system
uses lasers to measure complex shaped
parts, such as plastic injection moldings or metal castings, so they can be
compared with manufacturer’s 3D CAD
models for improved, detailed inspection. Shapegrabber’s products are based
on technology developed at the NRC
in the early ’90s. Located on Ottawa’s
City Park Dr., the company has been designing, manufacturing and marketing
automated inspection technology for
industrial markets since 1994. Its customers include General Motors, HP,
Johnson & Johnson and Toshiba.

Target lowered

Ottawa-based Tarquin Group Inc.
scales back its funding goal for a private placement offering due to a sagging investment market. The industrial
technology group, which had planned
to raise $5 million when it announced
 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

Ottawa is selected as the focus city for
this year’s “wireless mission” to San
Diego, November 14-15. Organized by
the Consulate of Canada San Diego
to coincide with San Diego’s annual
wireless trade event, GadgetFest, the
two-day mission is meant to provide
Ottawa wireless companies with opportunities to develop their market in
the San Diego region. The Consulate
of Canada will work closely with companies to identify potential customers,
partners and investment objectives. The
program includes a tabletop display at
GadgetFest, followed by a full day of
market briefings, bilateral companyto-company meetings and a wrap-up
reception. Last year’s mission was organized in cooperation with Alberta
venture channel WiTec Alberta, and
included communications companies
BlackLine GPS, Dynastream Innovations Inc., and Murandi Communications Ltd., who added to the
general praise for the forum, saying,
“Once we completed our one minute
elevator speeches things really started
hopping… we received several positive leads from this event.” For further
information on this mission please contact Sandra Matthews, smatthews@
ocri.ca 613-828-6274 x252.
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Ontario nerd bird

As of October 1, Bearskin Airlines will
offer regularly scheduled air service
between Ottawa and Waterloo, which
is central to Canada’s “technology triangle” of Kitchener, Waterloo and Cambridge. Three round-trip flights between
Ottawa International Airport and Waterloo International Airport will be
offered each business day, as well as on
Sunday. Up to four hours traveling time
can be saved by using this new nonstop
service in favor of flying to Pearson
airport and then driving to the Waterloo
Region, says Bearskin. For further information contact Ron Hell, director of
marketing and sales, at 807-474-2600 or
rhell@bearskinairlines.com.

Building smarts

Triacta Power Technologies Inc. is
installing its “smart meters” in condos
and apartments in two residential buildings in Ottawa. The Almonte-based
company says the gauges will help the
buildings consume 15% to 30% less
electricity. “Our smart meters help
Hydro Ottawa to service a previously
inaccessible customer group and will
[allow the residents] to control their
costs,” says Triacta CEO Rob Brennan. The company notes that 85% of
apartment and condominium buildings
do not have individual electric meters.
In these residences, Hydro charges are
included in rent or condo fees. Residents
do not receive a bill based on their own
power consumption and therefore have
no financial incentive to conserve.

Biotech winner

Variation Biotechnologies Inc. is
named Company of the Year at OCRI’s
14th Annual Life Sciences Achievement
Awards Dinner. Founded in 2001, the
Ottawa-based researcher, which initially
focused on developing an HIV vaccine,
has created “intelligent vaccines” by
using a viral genetics database to predict how viruses mutate over time. The
awards also honoured four individuals
for their work in life sciences. Dr. Syed
Sattar, professor emeritus, uOttawa,
received the Career Achievement Award
for his contribution to the study of microbial pathogens and the development
of a world-class environmental microbiology research centre in Ottawa. Dr.
Claire-Jehanne Dubouloz was recognized with the Health Innovation Award
for opening uOttawa’s groundbreaking,
multi-disciplinary teaching clinic. Dr.
Andy Adler, an associate professor at
Carleton, was given the Dr. Michael
Smith Promising Scientist Award for
his innovative work in electrical impedance tomography. The honour also took
into account his key role in developing

the new Ottawa-Carleton Institute for
Biomedical Engineering and Carleton
U’s new master’s program in biomedical engineering. Dr. May Griffith, assistant professor, department of cellular and molecular medicine, uOttawa,
and senior scientist, Ottawa Health
Research Institute, made off with the
Research Award for developing an artificial, polymer cornea to address the
worldwide shortage of human donor tissue and reduce the need for live animal
ocular irritation testing. Deputy Mayor
Jacques Legendre attended the awards
to proclaim the week of September 24th
National Biotechnology Week in Ottawa.
“Research and innovation have played
vital roles in the growth and development of Ottawa’s status as a world-class
technology centre,” notes Jeffrey Dale,
president and CEO of OCRI. “We need
to continue to nurture the life sciences
sector as it is a key contributor to Ottawa’s knowledge-based economy.” With
40 research institutions, including the
all-encompassing NRC, the capital is
home to the second largest concentration of scientists and engineers in North
America, according to OCRI.

China’s Ministry of Land Resources
for land surveying. Used in conjunction
with a remote sensing satellite, the GPSequipped, video-transmitting antennas
will also help the Chinese government
put a halt to illegal construction projects.
Selected after nearly a year of testing
across China, C-COM’s iNetVu will be
delivered through the company’s Beijing
reseller SATNET Communications
Technology.

New product feature

Natural Convergence Inc., a supplier of
hosted VoIP software for service providers supporting the small business market,
releases Dynamic Site Support, which
allows small businesses to support offsite teleworkers. An added feature of key
product silhouette, Dynamic Site Support
enables off-site users with broadband Internet access at home, as well as traveling workers from hotels or public “hot
spots,” to make and receive calls as if at
their office desk. Ottawa-based Natural
Convergence is doubling its licenses of
silhouette every six months.

Courting Applix

Cognos approaches Applix Inc. with
a $339-million offer to purchase the
Westborough, Mass.-based software
company. The cash buyout will allow
Cognos to broaden its business solution
offerings by adding Applix’s performance analytics software to the Cognos 8 suite of products, enabling new
features such as profitability analysis.
The acquisition will also give Cognos
access to the Applix TM1, a patented
64-bit in-memory multidimensional
online analytical processing (OLAP)
server. The purchase would be Cognos’s
second of the year. In January, it bought
privately held business intelligence solutions company Celequest Corp. for
an undisclosed sum. With more than
3,000 customers worldwide, Applix has
US$61.2 million in annual revenue and
year-over-year growth of 45%. The deal
is expected to close in the fourth quarter
of the calendar year.

R&D lab opened

Software designer Macadamian Technologies Inc. opens a mobile technology
R&D lab in Armenia. “Macadamian
continues to focus on sustainable growth
and expand in the global marketplace,
and we chose Armenia because we
feel it’s an untapped hotbed for software engineering,” says CEO Frederic
Boulanger. The new lab is the Ottawabased company’s third international development facility, including labs in
India and Romania.

Selected by Beijing

C-COM Satellite Systems’ iNetVu
mobile antenna system is chosen by

Linking Bismarck

Mitel’s IP solutions have been deployed
by the city of Bismarck, North Dakota,
to improve its internal and external communications. Bismarck torpedoed its
existing system in favour of the more
efficient Mitel offering, which has linked
all city departments on a single integrated network, improving accessibility and
lowering costs. Bismarck awarded the
$487,000 contract to Mitel and channel
partner Bismarck-based BEK Business
Systems after reviewing a number of
strong bids. Says the city’s IT director Wayne Stoppler, “[Mitel] worked
with us, did their homework and found
solutions to our immediate and future
requirements while ensuring we spent
our money wisely.”

Balance sheet
strengthened

Ottawa-based Enablence Technologies
Inc. reduces losses by 10.7% for a net
loss of $2.5 million ($.02 a share) in
Q1. The company also shored up cash
reserves to $14.7 million as it prepared
for increased production of its fibre optics products, which are found in optical
modems delivering high-speed data,
voice, and video services to residential
consumers. Total assets increased to
$24.8 million, compared to $13 million a year earlier. “The company is in
the final stages of qualifications for its
Fibre-to-the-Home products, and our
assembly line is geared towards volume
production,” says CEO Arvind Chhatbar in a statement. “As we complete
the qualification process for the FTTH
More, see Nuggets, page 
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products, we are pleased to continue to
supply additional products to the aerospace and defense industry and expand
our photodiode product lines.”

4th round score

Ottawa-based BTI Photonics Systems
raises US$12 million in its series D
funding round. The wireless networking
equipment maker will use the money to
add new global channel partners, bolster sales and marketing, and to further
develop its Netstender microWDM platform. The investment round was led by
an unnamed private equity investor from
Boston and included existing backers
Vengrowth, BDC Venture Capital and
GrowthWorks Capital. With a growing
demand for wireless networking equipment to support high-bandwidth video
and mobile Internet services, BTI’s customers have increased to more than 70
from around 45 at the end of last year.
The company expects to add another 20
staff in 2007, bringing it’s workforce to
almost 100 employees.

Software enlisted

Mapping software maker OSI Geospatial Inc. wins a US$550,000 contract
through its US systems business to install its electronic chart precise integrated system military navigation software
on small U.S. Navy coastal craft. The
OSI Geospatial product will support the
navigation of small boats used for quick
deployment in security threats. CEO
Ken Kirkpatrick notes that the contract
is the company’s second of the year, following a $1.1-million deal signed with
the U.S. Army in August.

German moves

Gatineau and New-Hampshire-based Eedo Knowledgeware strengthens its German division and moves it to Berlin. The
business training software company says
the facility will be home to an expanded
R&D team and will support increased
demand for Eedo’s ForceTen learning
content management system in Europe.
Eedo’s products allow companies to better manage, share and develop learning
and training materials. The company has
five offices worldwide, including one in
the UK and one in the Netherlands.

Wedding software

Third Brigade’s host intrusion protection software has been chosen by major
antivirus company Trend Micro Inc.
for integration into its corporate security
solution. California-based Trend Micro
has licensed Third Brigade’s advanced
firewall and deep packet inspection
technology for its OfficeScan 8.0 corporate security solution. Ottawa-based
Third Brigade recently launched a partner program specifically designed for
its service provider clients. Third Brigade Partner Force for Service Providers

packages the Ottawa company’s security
software products, along with flexible
business terms suitable for service providers, such as licensing and demanddriven purchasing. The program also
offers executive, technical, marketing
and sales support, and training. Third
Brigade’s software and monitoring services protect IT systems against hackers
and other security threats while ensuring
regulatory compliance.

Merger leads to cuts

Mitel Networks cuts its workforce by
200 employees as it sets about integrating the operations of Arizona-based
Inter-Tel Corp. Mitel, which earlier
refused to say whether the merger would
affect workers, says the cuts were necessary to ensure the two operations begin
working together efficiently, as soon
as possible. The cuts, about six percent
of the combined workforce of 3,400,
will also help Terry Matthew’s Mitel
stem losses, which have amounted to
approximately $130 million over the
past four years.

Tops in review

Ottawa-based N-able Technologies’ new
remote monitoring and management
software N-central version 6.5 takes top
honours in a recent multi-vendor review
conducted by CMP Channel’s CRNtech
magazine. The review, which focused on
some of the industry’s top managed services platforms, found N-able’s solution
to have “one of the most comprehensive
feature sets in the managed services
market.” N-central took top marks for
ease of deployment, remote management
capabilities, integration with business
platforms, ease of use, management and
reporting, and profit potential.

Clipped by loonie

COM DEV International’s Q3 profit
suffers a 61% drop due to the lofty Canadian dollar. The Cambridge, Ontario,
space hardware maker, which maintains
operations on Ottawa’s Terry Fox Drive,
had net income of $2.5 million ($0.4) on
revenues of $42.9 million. Chief executive John Keating notes that profit was
hurt by the 8% shift in the value of the
loonie, as well as investment in R&D
and other expenses. Mr. Keating is nonetheless optimistic about COM DEV’s Q4
and fiscal 2008. “We remain confident in
our ability to achieve revenue growth of
at least 10% this year and further growth
next year,” he says. “We have seen the
fruits of our investment in our Ottawa
business in the form of a $39-million
contract award – we think our latest
investments will also deliver long-term
shareholder value.”

New customer

Custom energy systems maker Thermal
Energy International Inc. signs a letter
More, see Nuggets, page 11

Multimedia entrepreneur Côté
on mission to overcome inertia
of dedicated web develop- Canada.
ment companies in OtThe need to attend to his day job
tawa with more than presents the first obstacle to taking
a dozen employees. Digital Ottawa further: finding the time
The
largest may be to get the resources to grow the group.
Robert Janelle
non-linear creations DO currently exists primarily on social
Inc. with about 30 on staff. networking sites Facebook and Meetup.
On the other hand,
com, along with the
digital design and
occasional networkHe can’t muster a
event that usuocial networking is the corner- site development is
cluster on his own. ing
ally draws about a
stone of the Web 2.0 tech bubble. an activity of some
Startups seem to focus on cre- larger organizations,
The community will dozen people. Taking the group any
ating new ways to connect everyone including ad agenhave to step up
further, Mr. Côté
online or on building extensions to cies. And there are
says, would require
existing networks, like the rush to de- quite a few indepento help itself.
somebody to step
velop applications for the Facebook dent contributors to
the process operating in the SOHO up the plate to offer some assistance,
platform.
Given how important social network- (small office, home office) environ- as his own availability is limited these
days.
ing has become to the high tech busi- ment.
Networking and connecting are
That said, OCRI still endorses the
ness (or, in some cases, is the business)
it seems ironic that a large technology clearly one of Mr. Côté’s passions. His initiative and has offered some fundcentre like Ottawa is missing a solid main venture, The Other Side Enter- ing should the group gain a direction.
tainment, is all about connection. It That’s the second problem: finding the
community for its multimedia sector.
This is what local entrepreneur Mar- is a creative solutions firm that aims direction.
to bring together
Again, it comes down to more inquis Côté has been
working to change
There are quite a few all the talent neces- volvement from the community itself.
sary to create digi- Serious brainstorming would need to
with Digital Otindependent
tal media. Along take place. Does the group need a board
tawa (DO).
Mr. Côté started
contributors to the with designers and of directors? What about governance?
programmers, Mr. Should there be larger events with guest
the group in 2005
along with the Ot- process operating in the Côté builds a roster speakers? These are all the questions
models, photog- Mr. Côté has been putting out to the
tawa Centre for
SOHO environment. of
raphers, musicians, community in hopes of figuring out just
Research and Innovation, though OCRI has become actors and many other disciplines not what it should do.
immediately associated with multiIn meantime, he’s just trying to keep
less involved over the past two years.
the brand out there and alive in the
Digital Ottawa’s aim is to bring media.
Beyond his own company, Mr. Côté city. He’d like to make the networking
together members of the local digital media community - bloggers, web has been involved in the technology events more regular, possibly monthly.
designers, programmers or copywrit- industry since 1994 as a web strate- But he can’t muster a cluster on his own
ers - to network and create opportu- gist, working with a variety of com- and the community will have to step up
nities. This isn’t a huge community panies and organizations, such as web to help itself if what Mr. Côté has begun
numerically. There are only a handful solutions firm Imatics and Elections is to take on a life of its own.

Blogscanning

S

Money Talks
in Ottawa from 1996 through 2000
with the sale of Skystone to Cisco
(US$97 million), Cambrian to Nortel (US$300 million) and Extreme
Packets to PMC Sierra (US$425
million), the actual and perceived returns in Ottawa venture dramatically
shifted to the good and US$3 billion
of venture money flowed into Ottawa
from 1999 to 2002.
Investors pursue perceived returns
against perceived risk. So let’s address the issue of risk...actual and
perceived. The most relevant question
today is simply this: “Why do we not
have more success both in numbers
and scale?” Address that issue, intelligently and thoughtfully, and you
touch the core of the investment issue
and gain insight necessary to attract
more investors to the region.
The challenge for Ottawa and the
community interested in attracting
new investors to the region generally
and high technology startups specifically is to help shift perceptions of
risk and returns. How could one do
this? One way is to demonstrate obvious and consistent start-up success. For ten years I’ve been stressing the need for six to ten start-ups to

...from page 1

reach the $100 million revenue level.
Two factors impact perceived risk:
consistency and scale. Consistency
represents repeatable patterns and illustrates that a community has the
necessary components for repeatable
success. Think Silicon Valley in the
United States.
Scale represents the size of actual
and perceived returns. RIM is valued at $50 billion by investors today. Sandvine, a Celtic House seed
invested company, is valued at $800
million today, six years after its first
investment. Both companies are
based in Waterloo. Build this scale
of success and consistency in Ottawa
and perceptions about risk and returns
in the region will begin to shift and
investors and investment will follow.
So the question germane to the real
discussion of investment scarcity in
the Ottawa region is, “Why do we not
have more success and larger scale
success?” I will address this question
in a future column.
Andrew Waitman is managing
partner of Celtic House Venture
Partners, specializing in early stage
investments in high technology companies.

orbits
new lab in Armenia, an established
team with expertise developing for
mobile technologies. Sophie has
over twenty years
experience in software development
and management.
Before joining Macadamian, Sophie
worked for development firms such
as Imperito Networks and Quantum
Micro Systems.

Stuart Musson

is appointed professional services
manager at Manpower Professional. Working for
such companies as
TalentLab, TES
and Peak Sales
Recruiting, Stuart
has been recruiting
and managing client relationships in
the tech sector for the past 10 years.
When he is not helping clients grow
through top talent acquisition, Stuart
can be found at hockey rinks around
Ottawa coaching young goalies.
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IT’S ABOUT

INNOVATIVE TELECOM
SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION

Your organization faces an ever-growing set of challenges. To meet them,
you need a partner that delivers innovative solutions that meet your
unique needs. With more than 160 years of experience in implementing,
managing and securing the telecommunications infrastructure for
thousands of organizations across Canada, Allstream understands
what it takes to make sure you meet and exceed your goals.
Employing an experienced and dedicated workforce, powerful
technology, national presence and global connectivity, our world-class
suite of telecom services and solutions help you improve service levels,
increase productivity and lower costs. Plus, by taking advantage of state
of the art innovations, like Canada’s only national IP Trunking solution,
you ensure that you keep pace with ever changing demands.
Thousands have already benefited from the Allstream difference.
Call us today to find out how our solutions can help you.
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nuggets
of intent to design and install its DRYREX biomass drying system at an unspecified pulp and paper mill in eastern
Canada. Provided under Thermal’s Alternate Utility Delivery (AUD) program,
the system will remove moisture from
waste products such as paper sludge,
rendering it usable as fuel. Thermal’s
AUD program, which is administered by
the company’s new subsidiary ForEverGreen Energy Inc., allows customers to test Thermal’s technology before
committing to either lease or purchase
it. The company saw net losses deepen
as revenue cooled in fiscal 2007. With
growth in sales missing last year’s mark,
Thermal suffered a 71.1% drop in revenue to $821,024, while net losses widened by 10.2% to $2.4 million ($0.031
cents per share). Company CEO, Tim
Angus, notes that revenue would have
been stronger except for contract delays
in Q4, but that revenue to be recorded
next fiscal year promises it will be a
record 12 months for Thermal, which
is due roughly $3 million in receivables
in 2008.

Technology
sublicensed

System interconnect products maker
Tundra Semiconductor Corp. sublicenses its Serial RapidIO Tsi578MSM
reference design to Mercury Computer
Systems. The Mass.-based company
intends to manufacture and integrate the
Tsi578MSM into its MicroTCA-based
Ensemble systems for WiMAX and
LTE wireless applications, in addition to
video, military imaging, and signal processing applications. The Tsi578MSM

module was designed by Ericsson and
licensed in May to Tundra to accelerate
the deployment of Serial RapidIO-enabled MicroTCA systems. Wikipedia:
The RapidIO architecture is a high-performance, packet-switched interconnect
technology for interconnecting chips on
a circuit board and circuit boards using
a backplane.

BioNorth coming

November 19 and 20th, BioNorth 2007,
billed as “Canada’s International Biotechnology and Life Sciences Conference,” will be held at the Ottawa Congress Centre. An initiative of OCRI Life
Sciences, the event – BioNorth’s 14th
annual showing – will host delegates
and speakers from across the country and
around the world. Exploring this year’s
theme – Driving Global Innovation &
Commercialization through Partnerships
– BioNorth 2007 promises “an opportunity for international communities to
focus on bringing select companies or
specific targeted business opportunities
while at the same time providing a venue
for Ontario’s companies and communities within the life science and biotechnology sectors[including interests in
cleantech areas bioproducts, energy and
environmental technologies] to showcase their strengths.” For more on the
event, contact: info@bionorth.ca.

Dipix does Dallas

Food manufacturing inspection systems
maker Dipix Technologies Inc. opens a

sales office in Dallas preparatory to entering markets in the southern and western United States. The Ottawa-based
subsidiary of industrial technology
company Tarquin Group has brought
onboard technology sales veteran Lynn
Norris to manage sales in the company’s
new target regions in the US. Mr. Norris
has spent 15 years at companies such
as Lockheed Martin and General Dynamics, and arrives at Dipix from Massachusetts-based Parametric Technology Corp. Dipix’ systems inspect, sort
and position baked goods in high-speed
manufacturing processes.
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million in the project, while the city’s
contribution has dropped to $750,000.
Mr. MacDonald told ARAC that 1024
prospective customers had already signed
up for the service via the company website and 236 customer installations have
been completed.
Mr. MacDonald reminded the committee and those in attendance at the public
meeting that BXI is Canada’s largest
and fastest growing wireless ISP with
over 50,000 subscribers.contribution has
dropped to $750,000.
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Theory and Practice ...
Algonquin College is a degree granting institution with high
academic standards, well-qualified faculty, a flexible learning
environment and exceptional programs! The many degree,
graduate certificate, diploma, and certificate programs have a
reputation second to none.
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